Introduction
'Summer-Holiday Science Square' is a scientific event organised by the National Museum of Nature and Science Japan to cultivate the science literacy of the citizen. It is held each year during school summer holidays. Exhibition booths presented by universities, colleges, research societies, and other associations allow visitors to become familiar with science through experiments, handicrafts, and observations. The event itself lasts about a month, and exhibits are reshuffled every couple of days. In 2012, fifty-two organisation presented a total of sixty-five booths, and 100 thousand people visited during the exhibition term. Most visitors to the event are elementary school students and their parents, along with a few high school students and elderly people.
The Research Committee on Education in Acoustics of the Acoustical Society of Japan (hereafter RCEA) supports the concept of Summer-Holiday Science Square and has taken part in it every year since 2007. We usually run booths for two days; the primary operators are our committee members, who live in the Kanto district and surrounding vicinity. Over two hundred people visit our booths each day, and this number grows every year (Fig. 1) . In this short note, we will describe our recent exhibits for the record and summarise the characteristics of the education in acoustics at scientific events. For details of the exhibits and the outline of RCEA's activities, please see references [1] [2] [3] and the committee's web page [4].
Outline of the exhibits
Our booths are organised under the theme 'Let's get familiar with sound and vibration!' Since 2011, we have presented three exhibits.
Handicrafts of Girigiri-Garigari
Girigiri-Garigari is a toy with a propeller that rotates through vibration [5] . It grew in popularity at the Acoustical Society of Japan's events, and it remains one of the most popular exhibits because participants can take the toy home after they make it (Fig. 2) . Handicrafts of Girigiri-Garigari has been run as an independent booth since 2013.
Handicraft workshops are held ten times a day, with groups of up to five people who have picked up numbered tickets. Even the children younger than school-aged are welcome with parent accompaniment. Initially, we used a cutter knife to chop the wood, meaning we had to be prepared for the possibility of injury at all times. We now use triangular files for woodwork instead, which makes the process much safer and also eases anxiety among exhibitors.
Sometimes children experience separation anxiety at first, but once their toy is finished, they forget their distress and proudly rotate the propeller. This has an excellent advertising effect, and the booth's activities are booked up in moments every time.
Let's experience sound resonance!
Participants experience various sound resonance phenomena through experiments in this exhibit. We offer a full course of experiments. Some involve familiar materials such as bottles, glasses, music box, and guitars, while others feature Kundt's tubes, resonating water bowls, Chladni figures, and so on (Figs. 3-5) .
'Touchable' exhibits are more popular than those simply explain phenomena. Children especially never tire of watching salt grain draw mysterious designs in Chladni figures.
Let's have a look at your speech!
In this exhibit, visitors learn about speech production and the visualisation of speech through a series of demonstrations [6] . They first learn the principles of vowel production using vocal tract models. Then they see spectrograms of their own speech on-screen using speech analysis software (WaveSurfer and Praat) (Fig. 6) . We give them a postcard printed with their spectrograms as a souvenir. At the next corner, digital pattern playback (DPP), they experience a reproduction of their speech from the spectrograms printed on their postcard (Fig. 7) .
Children are usually shy about speaking into the microphone at first, but once they get used to it, they never want to give it up. We often see their parents giving a wry smile. The primary target of Summer-Holiday Science Square is elementary school students, who attend the event for various reasons. Some may come with their parents to find hints to their summer holiday homework, while others may be enthusiastic about science and come alone every day. RCEA's booths are special in that not only the children but also their parents can take part in the experiments. In the sound resonance corner, all experiments are designed both for children and for their parents, and in the speech corner, parents can record their speech and compare spectrograms along with their children [6] . Sometimes parents ask us questions or request documents about sound. This indicates that the phenomena of sound and vibration interest people of all ages. It is often difficult to give accurate explanations of science concepts, particularly when the target is a child in the early years of school. So far we have attempted to experientially convey the fun of science, not necessarily to teach concepts formally, and we have had some great success in this regard. On the other hand, some children pose purely scientific questions, and others further surprise us by creating brandnew 'experiments' that we had never imagined. From the perspective of science literacy, which is the aim of SummerHoliday Science Square, the objective of education in acoustics at scientific events is to raise awareness of sound phenomena through experience, motivating people to pursue further learning.
Science communicators
Science communicators are those who connect professional scientists (e.g., scientific event supervisors) and nonexperts (e.g., visitors to the events). Recently science communication has begun to attract increasing attention. A technical journal has been published [7] on the field, and a promotional project is underway [8] .
As mentioned above, RCEA's booths are operated mainly by the committee members who live in the Kanto area, but they are also supported significantly by the volunteer staff members, most of whom are students. These volunteers are true science communicators, and help warm up the booths. They all consider seriously how to convey the scientific knowledge that they routinely deal with in the lab to people with different background and different experience levels (i.e., children). Watching these communicators reminds us of the benefit of scientific events, which allow both the exhibitors and the participants to enjoy themselves and their interaction.
Volunteer members have offered advice on the content of the exhibitions and the traffic in the booths, and they have made our booths better year by year. RCEA is always conscious of the importance of continuing educational activities, unglamorous though they may be. The sight of the younger generations enjoying participation in the events every year is encouraging.
Closing remarks
Apart from Summer-Holiday Science Square, RCEA has additionally facilitated interaction with the science museum [1, 3] , and since 2006 has taken part in the 'Sound Lab.' held at the National Museum of Nature and Science [9, 10] . Our activities are currently limited to within the Kanto district, but we plan to incrementally broaden our scope to include other districts.
Last but certainly not least, we are grateful to all the people who supported our activities, and we request your continued endorsement for our future activities and further development of education in acoustics.
